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THBRE is, perhaps, no one topic in the whole province of
theological investigation that presents to the philosophic
and thoughtful inquirer more, or more formidable, problems
than the doctriue of sin. It meets him in every direction,
and alway" with a difficulty. Whether he turn his thoughts
to the divine or human side of theology, Godward or manward, in either case he comes directly upon this strange and
unaccountable phenomenon. It stands like some fearful
spectre in his path, barring further progress; and he may
,veil exclaim, with Milton's angel:

" Whence and what art thou, execrable shape,
That darest oppoae my way ? ..

There are two aspects in which this doctrine is of special
moment to the theological inquirer: one is, the relation
which it sustains to the nature of man; the other, its relation
to tAe divine will and purpose. It is the object of the fo!'
lowing pages, not to offer new opinions, or advance JL new
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theory, on these topics - th~t would be difficult to do, and
of little use withal; but 'rather to gather up in a resum~ at
once historic and critical, the leading theories which have
been alrt"ady advanced in respect to theBe disputed point&
It is in this direction, perhaps, that progress can best be
made, if made at all, in the science of theology, as' regards
matters which have been so long and 'So' widely under diJ\.
cussion, 8S those DOW indicated. And first :
THE RELATION OF SIN TO HUMAN NATUBE.

That human nature is corrupt is too evident to admit of
serious question. The universal prevalence of sin; its early
manifestation and spontaneous development, under all p0ssible varieties of condition and circumstance; the difficulty
with which it is in any case resisted and overcome; tbe
certainty with which it may be predicted in the future bistory of any human being just entering on a career of moral
agency, all point in one direction,- all go' to show that the
evil is not accidental, but radical, and that its root is deep
in our nature. The propensity to sin mUBt be innate, else
why these characteristics? What better' evidence can we
have that any propensity, disposition, or trait of character is
native than that which is thus afforded?
'l'he great problem is, not to .establish the fact, for that is
already clear; but to account for it. Two questions, in fact,
demand solution. Its origin: whence comes this innate
propensity to evil inman? . Its morality: is such a propep.
sity in itself culpable? These are questiolis which no
thoughtful mind will lightly ask, or answer wit.hout carefol
reflection.
1. Its origin: How. comes man to have a raat.re tArt,
corrupt?
To this, many answers have been given. The several
possible solutions may be resolved, if we mistake DOt, into
the following: A. It is supposable, that this nature was
originally implanted by the Oreator. B. It is 8upposablt'l
that it was aCqUired in some previous state of beiftg, III
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"coDBequence of some sinfnl acton the part of each indiyidD.al. c.. It is supposable that it is derived from a sinful
tulCestry; in whose loss of innocence their whole posterity is
iavolved. .T~is latter, .again, admi!:s of threefold statement,
according as we suppose this derivation of corrupt nature to
occur: 'a. by virtue of the generic unity of the race, so that
the sjn of one man is the sin of the whole; or: b. by virtue
of the constructive unity of the race with its first parent as
representative or federal head; or: c. by virtue of tke laws
of natural descent, like produci'ng like.
O! these several suppositions (A, B, C), each is possible,
and one or other, it would seem, must be true. The innate
propensity in man to sin must either be the work of God
in bis original creation, or else something which he has
brought upon himself; if the latter, then it must have been
in t!OOle previous state of being, or else by connection with
a sinful ancestry in the present world.
Of these theories, the first (A) requires at present little
discuseion. To suppose God the author of a. depraved
constitution in man originally, is to make him really the
author of sin. It is to suppose him planting with his Own
hand the seeds of evil, with absolute certainty of the result.
God's work is not of that sort. What he makes is such
that he can pronounce it. very good. Man, as he comes from
the hand of his Creator, is pure. How else could he be justly
pnnished for sinning? It would be the height of injustice
for God to endow man with a nature sure to lead to sin, and
tben punish him for sinning. Such inconsistency and injll8tice are surely lIot to be ascribed to the most perfect Being.
B. It is possible that the propensity in question comes
over to us from a previous state of being, in consequence of
sin there committed. This would seem to have been the view
of Origen. It ilJ advanced in our own time by two distin- .
goished theologians, Dr. J. Muller of Germany, in his
"Christian Doctrine of Sin," and Dr. Edward Beecher of
this country, in his well-known" Conflict of Ages." Each,
howev~r, from a different point of view: Muller seeking
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merely to account for the fact of universal siofolnese;
Beecher, to justify the arrangement, on the part of God, by
which man comes into the world with a depraved nature.
Both find in this theory the only satisfactory solution of
their problem.
Of this theory it may be said that, while it is certainly a
possible, it is by no means a probable, supposition. It
supposes too many things-things which not ooly are not,
but, in the very nature of the case, cannot be, established on
reasonable grounds - things which do not admit of proof.
It supposes: 1. that each one of the race has had a previous existence. 2. That· in that previous state he was a
moral agent. 3. That in the exercise of his moral agency
he sinned. 4. That he did so without any previous bias or
propensity to sin; since this propensity is the very thing to
be accounted for. D. That his sin vitiated bis nature.
6. That he brought that corrupt and vitiated nature with
him into the present state of being.
Now all these propositions may be true; but there is DO
evidence that one of them is so - none from reason, nODe
from revelation, none from consciousness. The only argument in its favor seems to be that if true, it might relieve
the subject of certain difficulties. But this in itself is no
proof of the theory. It may be that other methods will
also relieve those difficulties. The key in my hand may
possibly unlock the door, but other keys may also do the
same. It may be, also, that in the present instance the
difficulties are such as are not fully met by any theory yet
proposed. It is by no means certain that the key in qUe8tion really will fit the lock and open the door 80 long closed
to human entrance. It is by no means certain that the divine
charac~r is to be cleared up, and the divine proceeding
justified, by any such method.
The real difficulty is to see how it could consist with the
wisdom and justice and goodness of God to place man,
while yet sinless, in such circumstances that he would be
likely, and even sure, to sin. But this is a difficulty wbich
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preatJes equally on the theory of pre-existence. It has no
advantage over any other theory, in this matter, since it too
admits and pre-supposes that man did sin in that previous
state, and of course that he was placed in such circumstances that his sin was not only possible and probable, but
,.".e to occur, for it did occur.
If it is wrong for God to
place men here in such circumlltances, and expose' them to
such influences that they will be quite sure to sin, why not
equally unjust for him to do it there 1
Nay, the difficulty is not only not relieved, but actually
augmented, by the theory under consideration. If the problem is to explain how one pure-minded, sinless being, Adam
by name, came to sin, it is surely no help towards its solution, to be told that the same thing bappened once to every
individual of the race - that every human being is, in fact,
Adam. This is I!imply multiplying tbe difficulty by just
the number of the human family. If the problem is to
show how God could be just, and yet leave man in Paradise so unguarded that he would certainly fall, it it! surely
no relief to be told that he left not one but all human souls
in that predicament.
. Nor does the justice of the procedure shine forth more
conspicuously in tbe subsequent st"ges of the process. To
take each soul when once it has fallen and sinned, deprive it
of its consciousness, of all consciousness of the past, reduce
it to a condition of infantile weakness, subject it, in this
condition and under these disadvantagef', to a new probation, with the absolute certainty that thus placed it will sin,
and to hang over it the doom of eternal death if under these
circumstances it should sin, - all this, moreover, as the
penalty of that previous transgression of which it is wholly
nnconscious - this is sorely no material relief of the difficulty, nor a very satisfactory clearing up of the divine
jU@tice.
The theory fails, then, inasmuch as it presents a series of
suppositions unsupported by evidence, Incapable of proof,
aDd which, even if admitted, tend rather to augment than to
relieve the real difficulty.
VOL. xx. No. 79.
67
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C. Since theories A and B fail to meet the case, we have
this supposition, that the depravity of human nature is
derived from a sinful ancestry, in whose primal loss of innocence their whole posterity is, in some way, involved.
There seems to be no other reasonable and probable supposition. This seems both reasonable and probable. To
judge a priori, it would seem not unlikeiy that if man
should faU it would affect his posterity in just this waythat they would follow the fortunes of the parent j not
unlikely that God would choose to have it so. We do not
know, indeed, that without special divine interposition it
could be otherwise. It is the universal law of nature that
like shall produce like. As the tree, so the fmit. It is the
great law of nature, moreover, that the innocent "uffer with
the guilty; that, in many things, the consequences of transgression reach beyond the immediat.e actor, and fall with
cmshing weight on those who are not personally responsible for the deed. It would be quite in keeping with both
these great laws, were the vitiated and corrupt nature of
fallen Adam to become the nature also of his whole p0sterity.
With this view both the teaching of scripture and the
facts of the world's history correspond. In the narrative of
the fall we have the only authentic account of the first
entrance of sin into our world. It is an undeniable fact
that human depravity has existed ever since that first sin
of the first man, and that, without exception, all his descendants partake of that moral nature which belonged to
him after that event. These facts indicate a close connection of the two things. Such a connection is evidently
implied in the scriptures, and in some passages directly
affirmed. We are told that by one man sin came into the
world, and deat.h by sin; and that the consequence was
universal sin.fulness and universal death" In succeeding
verses of the same chapter the idea is resumed and repeated. It was by the disobedience of the ooe that the many
lBom.
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became sinners, even as it is by the obedience of one that
many are justi6e(J.1 In tbese passages tbe sinfulness of the
race is plainly ascribed to tbe apostacy of Adam, as tbe
occasion and origin of the Bame - the fountain whence
1bat sad and terrible consequence bas flowed, and is still
Bowing, through the long dark ages of the world's history.
This has been, accordingly, the view generally received in
tbe Christian church from the first. In tbis the great body
of those who adopt the Christian system agree, both Old
and New school, Calvinist and Arminian. As to the nature
of the connection, they differ; as to the fact of a connection,
they agree.
To the difterent views respecting the nature of this con·
nection, the manner in which the depravity of the race links
jtself with, and proceeds from, the sin of the 6rst parent.,
let u.s now turn our attention. As already stated, the
BubonIinate theories are these:
a. That of the generic unity of the. race, as virtually one
with Adam, existing in him, sinning in him - his sin their
sin. This is probably the earliest t~ory on this subject. It
regards the act of Adam as the act of the race. The
common nature of the race existed in him. He was the
genus, comprising within itself all the species and individuals subsequently to be, as the first oak contained within
itself aU future oaks. The race was in him, not indeed in an
individual capacity, but generically, and so sinned in him
not as individualtl, but as to the generic nature. The theory
is closely related to the realism of Plato, and the Platonic and
new Platonic schools. It has found adherents, for the most
part, among the admirers and disciples of that philosophy.
It was thus with Augustine. Accustomed to the realistic
mode of thought, trained to regard abstractions as realities,
aDd to merge the individual in the genus, his theology on this
point was simply the natural outgrowth of his philosophy.
Misled, doubtless, he may have been, in part, by the Vulgate
version of Rom. v.12, in quo omnes peccaverunt, as he, in
1
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turn, misled others (e'. g. the synod of Carthage) by bie
exposition of that passage; but such a mind as his oould
hardly have been t.hus misled by any single verse or version,
however faulty, had not a false philosophy, and a wrong
habit of thought thus induced, prepared him to be easily
thus misled. It is not 80 much the Vulgate version as the
Platonic realism that speaks through Augustine in such
utterances as these: "All men sinned in him, inasmuch as
all were ille unlls." "Those who were afterwards to be
many out of him, were then one in him." "All were in that
individual,· and all those were /,e,· nOlle of whom as yet
existed individually." ., In which one. all have sinned in
common, previously to personal sins of each one as an individual." 1
•
The theory under consideration may be rt'garded as
properly that of Augustine, to whom it is indebted for its
leading features" if not strictly for its origin. It 800n
became the prevalent theory of the Latin Fathers, more
especially of the African church. The theologians of the
Middle Ages found it quite accordant with their speculative
views.· The Reforme"" in many instances, adopted it. In
t~e twelfth century, Oclo, bishop of Cambray, gives it clear
and precise statement. "My mind was in him [A~am], not
as a person, but as a component pary; of the species j Dot
in· my individual nature, but in the common naturt'. For
the common nature of every human mind was guilty of
sin in Adam. The'refore every human mind was guilty
of sin in Adam. Therefore every human mind is blameworthy in respect to its nature, but not in respect to its
person. Therefore the sin by which we sinned in Adam is
to me a sin of my nature; in Adam it was a personal sin.
I sinned in him, not as I, but as this substance which I
am. I sinned as man, not as Odo," that is, as genufl, not
as individual.!1 Among the moderns we find Owen, a realist
See for the above and similar pauagee, de Pee. Mer. I. 10; Op. Imp. IV.
See alllO MIlnlCber 'YOU CODu Iud
Wiggers (Emertou', Tr.) for ,laUer"statement•.
I See Odo on Original Sin, Bib. Vet. Pat., Vol. XXI.
1

104; Ep.194, c. 6; de Civ. Dei, XnI.
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and Platonist, holding the same view. It is'maintained by
Dr. Baird, in his" Elohim Revealed."
In a modified form, this view is held also by President
Edwards. The race is one with Adam, according to his
view, not indeed as. the genus is comprehensive of the
species and of the individualR which it contains under it,
but rather by an absolute, divinely-constituted unity, by
virtue of which his sin is as truly theirs as the sin of a man
to-day is his also to-morrow. It rests 011 the principle that
God can make anything to be one and identical with anything else that he chooses. In commOn with the Augustinian theory, this maintains the essential unity of t.he ra~
with Adam, so that his sin is really and truly, not by
cOnstruction or imputation merely, the sin of all his posterity. All. men are truly and properly guilty of his sin,
ud for it deserve eternal death.
With respect to the merits of this theory, it is scarcely
DeCe8Sary to remark that it is based on a false philosophy.
The race is not one wit.h Adam in such a sense as that
here intended. His act is not, and cannot be, literally the
act of the race. Whether we define sin as properly an act,
or as both an act and also a state, in either case it is the act
or the state of a personal moral being; none other can sm.
It was as a personal moral being that Adam sinned. W (0,
his descendants, were not then in existence as personal
beings, and of course could not have sinned in. his transgreaion, nor have shared the guilt of it. If it be said,
homan nature was summed up in him, we reply, a nature
may be vitiated, as no doubt human nature was in him, its
origin and foontain, bot a nature does not sin, for it is
not a personal being. To say that the race, as such, sinned
in its progenitor, is simply to personify an abstraction. Abshetions do not s i n . ·
Nor is it better to resolve the thing, with Edwards, into
ao arbitrary act of divine power. It is not within the
province of Omnipotence to make things which are really
distinct identical with eaeh other.· God cannot make tbe
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act of Caesar or of Ghengis Khan to be, truly and properly,
my act. He may impute it to me, treat me as if it were
mine, punish me for it; but that does not make it mint'.
Nay, if I. commit the very same sin, in other words do the
same thing, it will still be true that the act of Caesar is his,
and my act is mine, and no power in the universe can make
them identical.
. Further than this, we are disposed to ask why that OICe
act of Adam, that is the first sin, should be ours also, mon!
than any other, and all other, subsequent acts and sills of
the same individual? If the race was in him, generically
and seminally, in his ./WIt transgression, it was so in his
second and his third. All bis acts are our ·acts, as really
as the first transgression, at least until the mee begins to
diverge into its separate individual life. E.en then, for
aught we see, the same law holds in the direct "line of
de8(,'ent. 1.'he race lies as really summed up in Seth and
Enos as it did in Adam. Are their sins also ours 1 Why
110t, on this theory 1 Did we not exist generically in Setb,
and afterward in Noah 1 In fact, are not all the sins of all
our progenitors in danger of coming down upon our heads,
on this theory, unless we stand from under it? .A.ntl still
further, why are not all our posterity sinning in UII, on tbe
same principle '/
.
From some passages in his writings, it would seem that
these logic;:al consequences of hill theory did not escape the
mind of Augustine, and thaI. . he was not ditlposcd to sbrink
fr-om them. He thinks it not improbable "that children are
liable for the sins, not only of the fiftlt pair, but also of tbose
from whom they are born," and that the sins of ancestors
universaJ1y are the heritage ·of their descendants. "Bot
respecting the sins of the other parents," he says, "tbe
progenitors from Adam down to one's .own immediate
fat.her, it may not improperly be debated, whether the child
is implicated in the evil acts and multiplit'd original faolts
of all, so that each one is the worse in proportion as he is
the later; or that ill re~pect to the sins pf tf.eir parentll,
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God threatens posterity to the third and fourth generation,
because, by the moderation of bis compa88ion, he does not
further extend his anger in rellpect to the faults of progenitors, lest those on whom the grace of regeneration is not
conferred should be pressed with too heavy a load in their
own eternal damnation, if they were compelled to contract,
by way of origin, the sin~ of all their preceding parents from
the commencement of the human race, and to soffer the
punishment due for them." 1
b. Passing from this, we have, next, the. theory of tbe
C01&Itnictive unity of the race with Adam, as its federal head
and reprellentative, by virtue of. a special covenant made
with him to that e-fiect. The sin of Adam is not really and
properly that of the race, but only by cOnItroction. He acta
for the whole by special divine arrangement. It is aI if
they were there and sinned, each in person. Soch, it is
maintained, is the relation of the race to the first parent, as
to justify such an arrangement, and constitute the groand
of it. In him the race stands its prohation. He represents
them in the whole t.ransact.ion. In him they are tried, in
him they sin, with him they fall. Forensically his sin is
their sin. To them it is reckoned or imputed as if it \Vere
theirs.
The two theories (a. and b.) differ iil this. According to
a. the sin of Adam is really and prOJHJrly the sin of the race,
and is, therefore, imputed to all his descendants. According
to b. it is imputed to them, and therefore, it is theirs. In the
one case, it is mine becaose imputed; in the other, it is impoted because it is already mine.
The view now presented is that advocated in the Princeton Repertory, and in the Southern Presbyterian Review.
It is, we suppose, the received doctrine of the Old scho.ol
Presbyterian church. Among the Christian Fathe-rs we
find 110 distinct traL"eS of this doctrine. It would scem to
have originated with the scboolmen, and to have made little

.

.

Euehir., Co 46.47, .. cited by Emerson in Wigger'. An;;nstinism. See a1110
rommentl of the tranalator on the above pusage.
1
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progress until after tbe sixteenth century. It became tbe
favorite theory of tbe German Reformed tbeologians of the
Seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and was favored by
some of the Lutberans of tbe same period.'
To this view, it occurs as a serious, if not fatal, objection,
that, if tbe relation of the race to Adam is not soch 88 to
make us really and justly chargeable with his sin, then it ill
not such as t.o be a just ground for treating us (J$ if we were
cbargeable witb it. If his sin is not., as the former theory
aflirms, and as this deniet1, really and truly ours, then it is
certainly not rigbt and just 1.0 charge it to oe, and to deal
with us as if it were ours. It ~ a manifest injustice to im·
pate 1.0 any man what does not really belong to him, in the
way of evil, and then to treat bim as if he were what the
charge implies i and no covenant, real or imaginary, caD
make it otherwise. The covenant t.hat does this is unjod.
It would be a manifest wrong to hold any living man reo
spoosible for tbe sin of Cain, of Noah, or of David. Bat
if the sin of Adam may be imputed to us, witbout personal
participation of our own, why not the sins of any otber
ances1.or, or predecessor 1 If we did not share in the tran..
gression, how call we share in the guilt 1 Or, if made to
share the guilt in the one case, why not also in the others?
We do not see anything in the mere fact that Adam stands
at the head of the race, stands first in the line, that can essentially change the relation of the parties, or make it right
for os to be charged with his sins, more tban if he stood
second, teoth, or fiftieth, in the line of progenitorstrip.
The relation itself constitutes no ground for soch a transfer
of guilt, in the one case more than the other, nor in either
cue i and if such transfer of blame and responsibility be
made, it must be by virtue of an arrangement purely arbi·
trary, and which in any other case men ,vould not hesitate
to pronounce unreasonable and unjust.
This injustice the previous theory escapes, by 8UpposiD!
1 Among the former may be mentioned Willins; among the latter, ft.&, of
Tiibingen, some of the disciples of Wolf, Baumgarten, and otberl.
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the moe, as II1lch, aetnally to haTe sinaed in Adam, and 10
jusdy to be chargeable with the guilt of his transgression.
The present theory admits that we did not really parti('.ipate
ill his sin, aDd yet charges opon os tbe goilt of the transactioa, 88 if we bad been a party to the ofieace. Is this just?
It does DOt relieve the diflicolty to be told, as in the
Princeton Repertory, that'impotation does not imply trmu.
fer of morol c/ut,,.ad6r, bat only ezponw' to puttis4me1tt /
that the race did not really participate in the sin of Adam,
nor in the moral iU-desert ,of that transgression, bot only
that bie ain is laid to our charge, and we are ponished, for it
Charged with, and paaished for, what we are Na/Jy wholly
iDnoeeDt of! No transfer of the sin itself, 'none of the
moral character, or blame-worthiness which attacltes to all
IIet1I of tr8IIsgression, since these pertain only to the banepseor himself, aDd cannot be mu.sferred, but, in place of
these, a transfer of the charge and of the punishment.
But, does not the punishment belong to the transgressor,
ad to him only, as really as the sin? Is it a relief to any
man's senae of injustice and wrong, to tell him," we do not
reaDy tbink tbat y&O committed that offence, nor do we'
b1ame you in the least for any share of yours in the transaction, for we know that you bad nODe; we ooly chtWKe
you with it, and pwJ.sb you for it I "
Bllt we sball be told that God is a iovereign, aud bas &
right to make what arrangement he pl~ases - a right to
ltake the destinies of the Tace on the is8tle of Adam's probation, and, if he falls, to deal with the race as if they had incihidllaJly fallen - a right to impute his sin to them as if it
wen thein, aDd deal with them accordingly. We'reply,
God is, indeed; a sovereign, but that gives him no right to
act uojustly; DO right to punish one man for the sins of
aaotber, nor to impute to one maD the acts of another. We
are not to take refuge behind the throne of divine soveNignty with theories that will not bear the test of calm inyestigation, and that shock the common feelings of justice
1

See Ani,ela on Jmpa1ation, in Princeton EuaY', aeries llrat, Essay VL
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propriety which Nature has implanted in the human
bosom. This doctrine belongs not there. Away with it,
and the like of it, from that place.
Shall we, then, with others, justify the imputation of
Adam's siu to the race, OD the supposition that God pr..
sumed that all his descendants would 8in if placed each OD
trial as Adam was; and 80, by an act of generalizatima,
dealt with all as with him, on the principle ex tmO dU~
Omr&es. This is the ,cientia media of the scboolmen. But
this is a supposition wholly without proof; it is, moreoTer,
a wholly unreasonable and arbitrary mode of procedure
which is thus supposed. On the same principle, whyoot
send the race at on('.e to perdition, or to paradise, without
iodividu~ probation, since to the divine mind it is evident,
from eternity, that some will, and others will DOt, accept
the offer of salvation through a redeemer, if the question
be submitted to them.
It may be replied, that no obJection from the apparent in·
justice of the· procedure can set aside the plain fact, as
revealed in scripture, that God doe. impute the sin of Adam
to all his posterity. Tme, ~e reply; if it be a fact. Bat
is it? Does the scripture teach this doctrine? H 80, we
have nothing more to say, but bow in silence to a dispensation which, upon any principles of human reason, we ClaD
neither justify nor explain.
But we look in vain for any such teaching. The WOld
"impute," we do, indeed, find in the scriptures, but not in
the sense here intended, that of transfening, or setting to the
account of another what ii~ not really and properly his OWD.
Not an instance of this can be fonnd. Abraham believes
God, and it is imputed to him for rigbteousness. What is
is imputed?· His faith. Wbose faith? His own. Shimei
prays David not to impute to him bis guilt in cumog tbe
King. ,Whose guilt? His own. On the contrary, do not
the scriptures expressly deny any sucb transfer of guilt from
one to another? Do they not, in the strongest and most
explicit terms declare that, in the divine adminiBtratioa,
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there is, and can be, no such principle of procedure? That
"the son sImll not bear the iniquity of the father, neither
shall the father bear the iniquity of the BOn; the righteoosaess of the righteous shall be upon him, and the wickedness
of the wicked shall be upon him. J7l The BOul that sins, il,
and it mUg, shall bear the punishment of its sins
But dees not God visit the iniquity of the fathers upon
the children, to the third and fourth generation? 1I True,
we reply; the children of ungodly parents suffer many evils
in consequence of the sins of their ancestry. It is a principle universally true, a grand law, it would seem, of the
moral universe, that sin involves the innocent along with the
guilty in suffering and calamity. But there is a difference
between suffering and punishment." To soffer in consequence of the sin of another, is not to be punished for the
siu of another. H BO, then, we are punished for the sins of
our immediate ancestors no less than for the sin of Adam;
~y, for theirs much more directly than for his; future generations, in like manner, will be punished for ours.
Should it be replied, that-this is really all that is intended
by the doctrine of imputation - that the consequences of
Adam's sin pa88 over to his descendants in the shape of
manifold suffering and evil, by whatever name we choose to
call those couequences, whether calamity or punishment, we have simply to say, that if this. be all that is intended,
daen, in no proper sense ill it sin that is imputed, nor the
guilt of sin, nor its punishment; and it is a mere perversion
and abuse of language to call it BO.
We have dwelt, thus far, upon a single objection to the
tJIeory under consideration, the injustice of treating men as
if they were guilty of a sin with which they are not in
reality chargeable. It is furthermore to be objected to this
view of the nature of our connection with the sin of Adam,
that it rests upon an' 888umption, which is at once questionable and objectionable. That assumption is, that. Adam
I

Ezekiel xviii. 20. Compare Dent. xxiv. 16; see also 2 Kings xiv. 6.
9; Numb. iT. 18.
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acted, and was, by special covenant on the part of God, entitled to act, as our federal head and representative in this
whqle proceeding.
This is the ground-work of the theory. The probation of
the race. tbe grand problem of its destiny was subnritted to
his decision. He acted for us on trial, sinned for us, feU for
us, and his sin becomes thus, in point of law, though not in
point of fact, 0tW sin. He was, in other words, agent ilr
the race in the matter of probation. But this is an ueomption which we ~re not prepared to concede. Upon what
evidence does it rest? The advocates of tbis view speak of
a covenant made with Adam to this effect, constituting
him our federal head and representative. What, we ask, is
that covenant; aod where is it? What are its terms"
Who are the parties to it ? Where was it made? What
evidence that any such covenant was ever made by God 01'
man? These are perfectly fair and legitimate qoestions.
We have the right to ask them, and to demand an answer.
Besides, with what propriety could Adam act for us in
the manner now supposed? A federal representative is
usually supposed to derive his authority from the consent
and choice of those whom he represents. But it is a singular and most remarkable feature of this compact, that th0ge
most directly interested in it, and who are to be represented
in the case, who are to be put on trial, and acquitted or
condemned, in the person of their representative, whose
eternal destiny depends on the issue of that momentous
trial, are not, in fact, parties to the transaction in any selll!e
whatever, not being then in existence. Wbat sort of a
compact or federal agreement is that in which the parties
chiefly interested have no share? And where is the justice
and propriety of such a compact and such a representation?
Is it not a gross abnse of terms to speak oC Adam as onr
federal representative, in the sense now intended ?
There is a sense, and that a very important one, we are
ready to admit, in which men do act for those who come
after them. Every man acts for others, no less than £or
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himself, in whatever he does. The coruequeflCei of his acts
extend to othe1'8, and affect them seriously, it may be
permanently. Nor can it be otherwise. Wben the puritan
colooy set sail from Delfthaven for the shores of the new
world, they were acting, not for themselves alone, but for us
- for coming generations. Wben our fatbe1'8 threw off the
yoke of sobjection to Great Britain, they acted for those
who were to come after them. Thus are we acting in the
great struggle of the present hour. In futore years, when
we are gone and forgotteD, those who are to bear our name
and inherit oar virtues, or our vices, will reap the reward of
oor present sacrifices and sofferings for the land that we
love. So onivel'8ally; the child of the convicted felon
inherits the disgrace of a dishonored name; the drunkard
and tbe proBigate beqoeath to their children a vitiated
IJensibility and a disordered constitution. In this se1lle we
are aU the representatives of those who are to be affected.
by the results of oor action. I" this se1lle Adam may be
said to have represented the whole race, at the head of
which he stood. No man ever brought such fearfnl consequences on such a multitude who came after him, such a
train of woes and evils on all coming time. In this sense
did he act for the race; in this, and in 110 other.
As respects this theory, then, while we admit and maintain, tbat many evils resolting from the sin of Adam pass
over to his posterity, not the least of which evils is a
corrupt and vitiated moral nature, we cannot admit that in
any proper sense his sin is transferred to os, or charged to
08 tu if it were 001'8; while we admit that in some sense he
acted for os, jnst as all men act for those who come after
them, we cannot admit that he was in the proper and legal
aeoae oor representative, or that he acted for os in such a
aense tbat his sin becomes by construction our sin, and that
we are held in law responsible, and exposed to punishment,
for the same.
Rejecting, then, both the views already presented under a
aDd h, as to the nature of the connection between the
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depravity of the race and the sin of the first parent, we
have
c. The view which represents that depravity as resulting
simply from the laws of natural descent, the child inheriting
from the parent a vitiated and corrupt nature, prone to evU,
in consequence of which he comes to sin as soon as be
comes ,to moral agency. This nature, derived from Adam
through successive generations, is the consequence of his
original apostasy. His own nature, which became corrupt
by tbe fall, is transmitood to his posterity, just as like
always begets its like. According to this 'tiew, we are ROt
constituted sinners by the mere act of Adam sinning, nor by
the imputation of his !lin to us, nor by any agency of our
own, real or imaginary, in that transaetion, nor by any
compact or covenant made with him in regard to us; but
only by our own moral act. We are not constituted SiD. ners until we become sinners, that is, until we sin. Sin we
do, however, and that uniformly, because of the corrupt
nature thus inherited. That which is born of the flesh is
flesh. Adam fallen begets a son in his own likeness, and
so through successive generations the evil nature extends.
This is the view now generally entertained, we believe,
by the New England theologians. It would seem to be the
scriptural idea of native depravity, as it certainly is the most
reasonable, the most simple and natural idea of it that we
can form. The theory is simply this: like father, like 801t.
As to most things we know that this is true. Why may it
not ~e so as to moral nature t If a fondness for particular
pursuits and professions, an ear and a ta8~ for musie, a
propensity to mathematical studies or mechanical emploY"
ments are, as we know they are, inherited; if the predominance of certain passions and appetites is to be traced to
the same source,-if these things and the like descend from
parent to child, why may it not be so with that pecoliuity
of the moral nature which we find to be universal in mart,
the propensity to evil? Why may not the moral foHow the
same general law which· hblds of i1te mental: and the ph,.Digitized by
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cal nature? Is not this precisely wbat we might eJlpect
and predict, from the simple observation of the law8 of
Dature in regard to sucb matters ?
IL Our second question now arises: b thiI depravity of
We bave thus far directed
our inquiries to the origin of too corruption which we
observe in human nature. But what of its morality? Is
this innate propensity to evil in itself blamewortby; in it_If sin? Our question has reference, be it remembered,
to the native disposition, not to buman clepl'8tvity in genenal, as manifested in the conduet of life; not to voluntary
acta or volnntary states of mind, but to that vitiosity of
aatme itself with which we oome into being, and which
precedes and lies back of aU voluntary acts and states, - is
that culpable?
Tbe answer, oC course, will depend very muoh on the
reply we make to the preceding qaestion. H we brought
this corruption of nature on ourselves by OUT own voluntary
acta in some previous state of being. then it may be culpable. If we brought it on oul'St'lves by personal participation in Adam's transgreuion, then it is not only 'Bilium
but culpa; it may justly be blamed and justly be puni81~ed.
If it comes to us by constructive participation in his sin,
then, by the same construction, we may be implicated in
the guilt and in the punishment of that transgression and
of its consequences, of which this is one. On the other
baud, if the propensity in question be something which we
have in no way, whether directly or indireotly, by personal
act or by construction, brought upon ourselves; if it be, for
instance, the creation of Deity in the original constitution of
onr nature, or if it be the natural result of the sins of our anoestora before we were born, in either case, the matter being
wboDy out of om control, Jies also beyond the lines of our
JaJpODSibility. Our calamity, onr misfortune, it may be, but
DOl onr guilt. Blame attaches, and can justly attach, only
wbere tbere is moral agency, aDd moral agency involves tbe
cboioe& and affeet.ion~ the veluntary acts and states of mind,
ow ttatwe ia ",elf ctdpabk?
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of an intelligent rational being. But the nature with which
a man comes into the world precedes all such agency on
his part. It is no choice nor act of hias, nor the result of
any such act or choice; on the contrary, in the present cue,
it is the result of something which occurred before be bad
any being,-centuries before he or his immediate ancestry
e:x;isted. We do not blame a man in other cases for the
nature with which he was born. Why should we in this!
It may be dieagreeable to us: the color of the bair, the color
of the eyes, the general cast of complexion and features, the
dwarfed or distorted form, extremely disagreeable; but we
find no fault with the man on account of these peculiarities. He was so born. It is his millfortune, but not his
fault. But is not the same true of the moral as well as of
the physical condition and tendencies, in 80 far as they are
strictly native? How can blame attach where there is no
responsibility, or responsibility where there is no age...,
in bringing about the result? In respect to the phytiaJ
traits that are strictly native, this is universally conceded ;
wherein does the case really differ as respects the moral
traits and tendencies that are also native? Wherein am I
really any more responsible for a native tendency to good
Qr evil tban for a native tendency to mathematical or
musical studies, or for the particular 0010; of tbe eyes or of
tbe bair 1 Had I any more agency in producing the oue
tban the otber of tbese pecnliarities? and bow can I be beld
responsible for that which I bad no agency in producing,
and whicb it is wholly out of my power to prevent? A
defect it may be, and that a wery serious one; but am I to
blame for that defect?
But, reply the Princeton divines, sin is SiD; however it
originates. If a man is good, he is good; if bad, he is bad,
no matter how he became so. But it seeDU5 to us that it
does matter how he became 80, and tbat very materially.
Otherwise, suppose that :Qeity himself, according to the
supposition first made, did, by direct creative act, endow
man with a disposition to evil; and suppose him then to
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charge that disposition to man as his own fault, and to
punish him for having it. Does it make no difference now,
how the man comes by that disposition ? Would he not
say: "It is hard, and seems unjust, to be punished simply
for being what you made me"? Would it be suffici~nt and
8atisfactory for Deity to reply: "True, it seems hard, but then
sin is SiD, good is good, and evil is evil, wherever found, no
matter how they originated! I must deal with facts as
they ale, without inquiring how they came to be so."
Suppose by some statute, human or divine, all men were
required to have-black hair and blue eyes, and that by some
misfortune it hallpened to one of the aforesaid divines toO be
otherwise provided. The fact is paterit, and the logic is
irresistible: he is a violator of the statute, and most pay the
penalty. "But it is not my fault," replies the culprit; "I
W'88 80 born; I had no agency or choice in the matter."
"True," replies the judge, "but I have read in yoar own
writings that good is good, and bad is bad, no matter how
they came to be so; and sorely it is true that red hair is
red hair whatever its origin. Is it not a tenet of your own
philosophy that even the native dill positions and tendencies
are culpable"? To which, of coorse, the theologian can
oo1y reply: "Verily it is so."
The question to be considered is not whether sin is sin,
wherever found, nor yet whether all sin is blameworthy
and t.o be punished, but whether t.he native tendency to evil
in man is sin. '1'0 this the common sense of mankind,
wbrn fairly questioned and allowed to give true answer,
makes but one reply. It recognizes nothing as truly and
properly culpable which it is not in the power of man to
avoid. It attaches blame only where there is responsibility,
and responsibility only where there is some agency in bringjng about the resnlt. If a man bring upon himself, by his
own vicious conduet, a tendency to insanity or disease, men
say be is responsible for that result. If he transmits that
tendency to his children, they lay the blame of the disordered
constitution which those children inherit, not upon the chilVOL.
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dren themselves, but upon the parent who contracted. aad
transmitted tbe evil. If • man, by carelessness or design, put
out his own eyes, men say he is to blame and must snft'er
tbe consequences of his own carelessness and folly. If be is
born blind he is never cbarged witb it as any fault. of bis OWL
But it may be asked: is not a tendency to sin a sinful
tendency? Sinful, we reply, in one sense, but not in the
sense intended in the question; sinful ill the sense of
leading to sin, not in the sense of being itself sin. The
expression is ambiguous. But is not a disposition or
tendency to sin, itself sin? How can it be 50? we reply.
Is a constitutional tendency to blindness or insanity, iteelf
blindness or insanity? Is a predisposition to decay and
death, itself decay and deatb? Is t.he tendency of a chimney to smoke, itself smoke? Yet we call the chimney
smokey, and so we call the disposition sinful, meaning, in
either case, that the tendency is in that dil't!ction.
But it amounts to the same thing in the end, it may be
said, whether men come into the world already ainful, or
with a disposition that is sore to lead to sin; in either case,
~in is the result. It makes just this difference, we reply: in
the one case the man is a sinner by no agency and throngh DO
fault of his own; in the other case he is a sinner from choiat,
and by his own act. It is precisely the difterence between
a responsible agent and an irresponsible passive recipient;
between a voluntary doer and an involuntary sofferer. ....
regards the responsibility of man, it is the difference betweea
somet.hing and nothing; as regards the justice of the divine
character, it is the difference between noon and midnigbt.
The view which we are maintaining would seem to be
tbe most simple and obvious one - that wbich would
commend itself to the reason and good sense of men. It is
not, however, it most frankly be confessed, the view which
has most widely prevailed among theologians. It was held
by Zuingli among the reformers, and by Jeremy Taylor in
the English church. It is the doctrine of the New Haven
divines, and indeed of the New England theologians genDigitized by
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eralIy, at the present day, as well as of the New school
portion of the Presbyterian church. The older and stricter
Calvinists have uniformly maintained the opposite. Calvin
himself holds that our conupt nature is ain, because the
eeed of lin, and therefore odious to God and sinful in bis
eight; and that infants may justly be punished for it, irrespective of actual transgression!
The Helvetic and French confessions make our corrGpt
nature to be hereditary sin; and the latter even goes so far .
118 to pronounce it deserving of eternal death in infants yet
&Doom. The Augsburg confession takes essentially the
..me view, regarding native corruption as inherent sin.
Soch is the view' of the Lutheran and Reformed churches,
in their various branches. The Thirty-nine Articles of the
church of England make original sin the fault of the nature
of every man by descent from Adam, and deserving damnation as snch. The Princeton divines and the Old school
theologians generally, of this coontry, regard our native
oonuption as itself sin. 'l'his inherent sin they hold to be
the penalty for oor sin in Adam, 8S our federal head and
representative. Sin is thus made the punishment of sin.
We are, in the first place, charged with a lin which we
Rever committed, and for that sin we are punished by inberiting a depraved nature. But, further, that depravity is
itaelf a sin, deserving eternal punishment. So that we
are to be punished for being punished! Our sin is punishment, and our punishment is a further sin !
H we inquire for the opinions of the Greek and Latin
fathers on this subject, we find no traces of the doctrine that
onr native depravity is itself sin previous to the time of
Augustine. He was the very first to apply to this native
bias or propensity to sin the terms peccatum or\:,o1nale. PrevioDsly Tertullian had been carefbl to designate it, not as
peccatum, but as viti"". and malum: "malum ani11ltJe ex
tIf"igirIU vilio,"i he denominates it in one passage; and AmI
t
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brose calls it comttgium: "antequam oascimur, fIUIC1Claaw
contagia." 1 The term peccatulI'I. indeed admits of this Be. . .
as well as of the other; it may be either nu.&l.um or ~;
but as employed by Augustine it is taken in the stricter
sense. After him it gradually found its way into the lallgoage of councils and of the Western church, not howet's
without frequent dissent aod protest. The distinction
which, in the fifth century, began to be made between
"peccatum origi1UJle" and "peccata acltuUia," indicates
a disposition to discriminate more clearly than Augnetiae
had done in his use of the term. I.t&ter still, the schoolmeo,
accustomed to greater precision in the use of terms, prefem!d
the more accurate expression of TertuUian,
fIOlartJle.
The position of Dr. Woods, late of Andover, in respect
to this matter, is somewhat anomalous. In common witb
the theologians of the earlier school, he holds that there u
in man "a wrong disposition, or a cormpt nature, which ;8
antecedent to any sinful emotions, and from which, as an
inward source, all sinful emotions and actions proceed,"1
aDd that this disposition, or nature, is itself fll()f'oJJy UWOIIB'
and sinful. This be labors at considerable length to show.
He goes further, and raises the question, "whether it may
not be, partly at least, on account of this dege'Mrat6 tIt.IIwe
of Adam's posterity, that God speaks of them, and in bis
government treats them, as sinners, from the very beginoing
of their personal existence, and previously to any actaal
transgression." a 'rhis opinion he speaks of as one wbieh
has generally been maintained by evangelical writers, particularly Dr. Dwight, in his System of Tbeology, and thinks
it may be tke true opinion. "In our very nature, in the state
of our minds from the beginning of our existence, God may

vii"""

Apol. David, c. 11 ; 80 also Cyprian, who in one place speaks of an infaD&
having committed no sin at all, but only inherited a depraved disposirioa
from Adam - .. contracted contagion." Tertullian expressly eaIJs claildna
whose depraved di8poallion is DOt yet developed In aetion, "ia-'''i ...
Clement of .Alexandria says: .. David, though begotten in 1m. wu DO& IIiIIIIeIf
in sin, nor WIllI kimBall Ilia."
I Works, Vol. II. p. 328.
• lb. II. 8t6.
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see a moral contamination, a corrupt propensity, which,
connected as it is with the first offence of Adam, renders it,
in bis infallible judgment, just and right for him to treat us
as sinners. May it not be," he asks, "that infants suffer
aDd die on this account as well as on account of the one
offence of Adam?"
Yet he subsequently advances the
opinion, as one which substantially unites the two conflicting theories, and whieh will, he thinks, be most likely in the
end to be generally adopted, that the disposition, whatever it
may be, is never really regarded and treated as exclusive of
action. "What I mean is, that there is no such thing as a
moral being who is actually treated as a subject of retribution while his moral nature is not in some way developed
in holy or unholy action." J "While anyone exists, and
continues to exist, with a disposition or propensity which
has not in any way been manifested by action, how can he
be treated as a subject of retribution. Though his disposition is wrong (wrong as a disposition), he must ultimately
be treated according to his actions, they being the true expression of his disposition."s
So we should say. But what then becomes of the proposition, that because of this disposition, prior to all acts of
transgression, God may treat infants as sinners, and they
soft"er and die on this account? The two positions are
manifestly and utterly at variance.
Dr. Woods strongly disclaims the idea that infantt! will
be condemned to fu'ture misery merely because of native
depravity. "I am not aware that any intelligent Christian
can be found," he says, "who maintains the unauthorized
and appalling position that infant children, who are not
guilty of any actual sin, either outwardly or inwardly, will
be doomed to misery in the world to come." 3 But why not,
if the native disposition is itself sin, morally wrong per Ie,
"the essence of moral evil," "the sum of all that is vile and
hateful;" why may it not be punished, and that justly?
1 Worn, Vol. n, p. 340,
• WorD, VoL n. p.341.
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Moreover, if infants actually do suffer aad. we, (J6 MIters,
because of this nature merely, though not as yet developed
in moral action; if their Bufferings and death are the actual
punishment of that inherent sin, as the earlier writers maintain, and as Dr. Woods thinks may be the case, how do we
know that they may not be punished !!Iso hereafter for the
same offence? If their native disposition is sucb a SiD as
justly to bring upon them the greatest suffering aDd penalty in
this world, may it not possibly reach over to the future, and
involve them in like judgments there? An" appalling position" it may well be called, but not more appalling thaD the
premise of which it is the logical consequence, that an ioherent disposition or tendency to sin, though not as yet
developed in action, is itself sin. If so, then it may be
justly treated as such. Calvin was logically consistent in
holding the doctrine and accepting the conclusion; Dr.
Woods logically inconsistent in aceepting tbe doctrine and
rejecting the conclusion.
Nor is Dr. Woods more fortunate in his facts than in his
logic. He does not seem to be aware that any ODe holds,
or has ever held, this appalling doctrine. In the ~ lut
cited, he thinks no "intelligent Christian can be found \vbo
maintains" the future misery of infants who have not committed actual sin. And, ill his earlier letters to UoitarlanB,
he holds the following language: " On this particular point
our opinions have been often misrepresented. We are said
to hold that God dooms a whole race of iunocent creatmes
to destruction, or considers them all deserving of destruction, for the sin of olle man. Now, when 1 examine the
writings of the earlier Calvinists generally, on the subject
of original sin, I find nothing which resembles such a statement as this." J Exceptionable language, be admits, may
have' been used in some cases, and erroneous opinions hue
sometimes been entertained, "but the orthodox in New
England at the present day," he thinks, "are not cbarpble
with the same fault." Probably not; for they are not
1 !.etten to Unitarians, page 31, original edition.
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chargeable with opinions which would naturally and logically lead to such a conclusion. They do not qelieve that a
native tendency, not yet developed in action, is itself sin,
and therefore deserves to be treated as such. They do not
hold that the sin of Adam is, by imputat.ion or otherwise,
in any proper senseI the sin of his posterity, so that they
may justly be punished for it. But what shall we say of
the creeds and confessions already referred to, which do
teach, at once, these doctrines, and their logical consequenoo? What of Calvin, himself, as already cited, to the
effect that infante may justly be punished for the depravity
of nature, irrespective of actual sin? What of the Helvetic
Confession, which prononnces the depraved nature to be
sin, and deserving of damnation, evm in infants yet unborn ?
What of the Thirty-nine Articles, which make original sin
the fault oC the nature of every man by descent from Adam,
and deserving damnation as such? What of the Augaburgh
ConCession, which takes essentially the same ground, including imputed along with inherent sin? What of Dr.
Hodge and the Princeton divines, who take the same
ground? In fine, what shall we !lay of such distinguished
writers..as Abelard and Pascal, who go further than Calvin,
and hold, not merely that God justly may, but actually
doee, condemn to endless misery beings not guilty of actual
tra nsgression ?
We have considered, in the previous pages, the relation
of sin to the nature of man. It remains to discuss its rela'lima to the will and purpose of God.
Account for it as we may, or account for it not at all: the
fact remains evident al1d indisputable. Sin does exist in
our world. It is here, and it is here in some way by divine
permission. It is here, and God has not prevented its being
here. But why not? Here is the enigma. Looking at the
omnipotence of God, we are ready to say he can prevent it
if he will. Looking at his benevolence and holiness, we,
are ready to say, he will prevent it if he can. Yet he has
not done BO.
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Various methods of explanation have been attempted by
those who have sought to solve this enigma. Two suppositions, however, and only two, are logically possible; into
one or the other of which all the suppositions and theories
ou the subject virtually resolve themselves. These are:
A. Thai. God cannot entirely prevent sin.
B. That for some reason, he does not choose to prevent it.
As each of these propositions supposes what the other
denies, - A, that God chooses to prevent all sin, but cannot; B, that he can, but chooses not, - they are virtually
contradictory of each other; and, as such, by the laws of
contr~diction, and of excluded middle, while they cannot
both be true, one or the other must be.
Each, again, may be presented under diverse forms. We
may say that God cannot prevent all sin, a. in any system,
b. in a moral system. Or, if we adopt the other theory, we
may hold that God does not choose to prevent sin; a. because its existence is in itself desirable; or b. because,
though not in itself desirable, it ill still the necessary means
of the greatest good; or c. because, though not in itself
tending to good, it may be overruled to that result; or d.
becamse, in general terms, its permission will involve less
evil than its absolute prevention.
Taking the first theory in its first form we have this statement:
A. God cannot prevent all sin-a. in any system. Thill
is possible, supposable, but not probable. Hill omnipotence
is thus essentially surrendered. If he cannot prevent sin in
any system which can be devised, jf it is not in his power,
in other words, to construct a system from which all sin
shall be effectually excluded, then there is a manifest and
essential limit to his power. This may be. But what evidence that it is so? What reason to suppose that the entire
prevention of sin is a matter wholly beyond the sphere of
the divine power? Might he not have given man a nature,
for example, that would wholly have precluded sin? Or,
endowi ng him with the present nature and mental constitnDigitized by
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tion, might he not have kept temptation out of his way, and
surrounded him with influences that would certainly have
ensured his obedience? True, that would not be the present
system, but it would be a system. Do we know that God
could not have done this?
The question is not now whether such a system would
be the best - whether it would be a wise and expedient
method, or the reverse; but whether it might not be a pos·
sible tbing; whether we know that it would not be possible.
The theory under considerati<?n is positive upon this point.
The burden of proof rests on those who maintain such a
position. In the absence of proof to the contrary, we have
a right to infer that the power of God, which we find to be
unlimited in other respects, is also unlimited ill the matter
of the prevention of sin; that he might, if he had chosen,
have instituted a system from which moral evil should be
wholly excluded.
As stated in its second form, the theory is, that God cannot prevent all sin, b. in a morall'lystem. Such is the nature,
it itt supposed, of moral agency, that, under all influences
which may be brought to bear upon him, the free agent
may still sin, and God cannot prevent it but by destroying
his freedom .. But can this be proved 7 Doubtless, in a
moral system, it must be in the power of the agent to sin
if he chooses. But that is not the point~ The question is
not whether he can sin if he pleases, but whether he cer.
tainly tDill sin in spite of all influences to the contrary.
Whether it is impossible for God to prevent his sinning
without taking away his freedom. Of this it seems to us
there is no proof. We do not see that there is anything in
the nature of moral agency, or a moral system, to forbid
the supposition that God, while leaving the power to sin
complete in the free agent, may still secure the certainty of
an opposite result. Is not the certainty of a given course
of action perfectly compatible with power to the contrary?
Sueh, at all events, is the philosophy of those who hold this
theory. To 8ay that man may sin, then, because he is a
VOL. Xx. No. 79.
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free agent, does not prove that God cannot prevent him from
actuaUy sinning, and still leave him a free agent. Tbe
power to sin, and the exercise of that power, are two different things, and the one may exist without the other - tbe
former without the latter.
What evidence, then, that God cannot prevent sin in
a moral system? That he has not prevented it does not
prove that he can not. There may be other reasons for bis
not preventing it besides the. want of power to do so.
The supposition that God is unable to keep sin out of a
moral system is, to say the least, an improbable one. He
can do so many things, that it is certainly fair to presume,
in the absence of positive evidence to the contrary, that be
can govern moral agents. It is not probable that be would
create a system which he could not control, a system whicb,
when created, must be at once abandoned to moral ruin, or
else destroyed. The wisdom of instituting a system, the
working of which, in so essential a pojnt, should be beyond
his control, would be more than questionable.
Nor does the supposition fully and fairly meet tbe question before us. Why does God permit sin, we ask? Because he cannot prevent it in a certain kind of a system,
viz. a moral one, is the reply. Very well; then why not
adopt some other? Is he shut up to this alone of all possible l:Iystems ? 'fo reply that a moral system with sin is better than any other system witbout sin, is to change the
ground. It is, then, after all, not from want of power to
prevent it, but simply as a matter of expediency, that sin is
permitted. The debate shifts at once to the second of the
two leading theories.
Furthermore, if sin cannot be prevented in a moral system, then it cannot be prevented in any system. For, what
is sin? Is it not something pertaining exclusively to moral
beings, and so to a moral system? Is siA possible except
under a moral system·1 If so, then, to say that God caunot
prevent it in amoral system, is to say that he cannot prevent it at all. If be can prevent sin, tben be can prevent it
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under the only circumstances in which it can possibly occur,
viz. in a moral system.
.
And why not, we ask again; why may not sin be prevented in a moral system 1 What is the insuperable obstacle'1 Tbe theory rests on some supposed inability on the
part of God to influence the choices of free moral agents so
as to secure given results. But of this there is no evidence.
Nay, there is abundant evidence to the contrary 1 It is not
true that God cannot influence the choices, and so control
the moral conduct of free agents. He can do this. He
does it. He kept the holy angels. He keeps good men
evrry day from falling. When the heart of man is renewed
by divine grace, when the soul of the believer is purified and
sanctified by the Holy. Spirit, are not the cboices of the man
influenced, and is 1I0t his conduct controlled by the power
that worketb in him, both to will and to do, according to
his good pleasure 1 And is tbe man tbe less a free agent
because of this influence 1 Whenever we pray for divine
guidance and direction, fer the renewing and purifying
influences of the Spirit, when we ask to be made better, to
be kept from sin, to be lead in the way of life, are we not,
in fact, asking to be influenced and controlled as to our
moral conduct 1 All such prayer proceeds on the supposition tbat the moral choices of man are not beyond the reacb
and control of Deity. If God can keep the believer from
falling into temptation and sin, he could have kept Adam
in like manner.
But it may be replied, that while it is possible for God to
preve.nt sin in any particular instance, a~ in the case of
Adam, for example, it might not be possible for him to prevent it entirely. If repressed in one place, it may break out
in another. Of this, however, there is no evidence. We
do not know that Deity is reduced to any such alternative,
baving only the choice of time and place, but compelled to
admit the incursion of moral evil at some point into his
dominions. From the fact that he can and does prevent
sin in particular cases, it is fair to presume that he can preDigitized by
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vent it in other cases, and in all, if be sees fit. There is no
evidence that sin is a necessity of a moral system.
The most that could reasonably be maintained is, that it
mo,y be that God cannot entirely prevent sin in a moral sy&tern. This is the form in which the matter is stated by Dr.
Taylor, of New Haven.
,
This, however, does not furnish an explicit answer to the
question before us. We ask why God permits sin? To
say, it may be he could not prevent it in a moral system, does
not answer our inquiry, since it is equally true that it mGJ
be he could prevent it. If it cannot be proved that he can,
it is equally difficnlt to prove that he ('.annot. It is virtually
a 'confession of ignorance, an admission that we do not
know.
Now, this may be the best we can do, and all we can do.
A positive answer may be out of the power of mortals.
Still, when our answer must be conjectural, there may still
be a choice of conjectures. Other suppol'itions thpre may
be with equal, or even greater, probabilities in their fanw.
It is not enough, then, to say, it may be God could not prevent sin in a moral system, and assign that as an answer to
the question before us, without first inquiring what reason
there is to think that he could not, and wbether there is not
more' reason for tbinking that tbe true answer may lie iu
another direction. As in reply to tbe objection against tbe
divine benevolence, which is the use Dr. 'faylor makes of it,
the statement may suffice. To meet that objection it may
be enough to say, ,,'e do not know that God CQtlld have
prevented sin in a moral system. Tbe burden of proof thea
falls on the objector. But, in answer to the general que.·
tion before us, something more explicit is needed tbaD a
merely negative and conjectural statement. We ask evi·
dence. We ask wherein this conjecture, or possibility, is
preferable to anyone of tbe many other possible solatioD8
- wherein it is more likely to be the true one than tbey!
Dr. Taylor argues, that because a moral being bas the
potCer to sin, under whatever influences exerted upon him,
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tberefore it may be that he will sill; in otber words, it may
be impossible for God to prevent him.l But this does not
follow. May there Qot be a power to sin, and yet a certainty

not to sin 1 Is it not thus with the holy angels, and with
the redeemed in heaven 1 Have not good men on earth the
power to do many things which it is quite certain they will
not do, if they are led by the Spirit of God, and kept by divine grace 1 Do Dot the ",actifying influences of the Spirit
make the final salvation of the true believer a certain future
event, while, at the same time, as all the warnings of scripture imply, it is possible for him to fall away and perish?
~ay, 80 far as power is concerned, has not God himself full
power to do evil if be chooses; while it is absolutely certain
that he will always prefer to do the right 1 On any other
supposition, what becomes of the virtue or rectitude of the
divine character 1 When to any moral being it is DO longer
a matter of choice, but of simple necessity, what his conduct
shall be, when he has no power to do other than he does,
where lies the morality of his action, and what credit properly pertains to him for virtne and rectitude 1 But if there
may be the power of sinning, and yet the certainty not to
sin, then the prevention of sin is not incompatible with the
requisitions of a moral system. It does not follow that a
moral being will sin becau~e he can; or that there is no
way of preventing a given moral act bat by rendering that
act impossible. When God keepK a good man from some
form of transgression, into which he might otherwise fall,
he does it by influences bearing upon the choice, and not by
taking away from the man the power of sinning. When
be keeps Peter or Paul from utter apostasy, he does it not
by depriving them of the power of falling away. But if
lDen may be prevented from actually sinning while still
having the power to sin, then it is not out of the power of
God to prevent sin in a moral system.
Whether it would be, on the whole, better to prevent it,
in other words, whether it could be prevented in the bed
1

See Lectures on Moral Government, Vo\. I. Lect.

VIII. IX.
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system, may still admit of question. This point Dr. Taylor
proceeds to discusl5 in his second argument, assuming the
polSition that it may be God cannot prevent all sin in the
best moral system. This is equivalent, however, to saying
that he does not choose to prevent it, and finds its place.
therefore, properly under our second general theory. The
supposition now is that God chooses the best system; and,
as sin is incidental to that system, he chooses to permit the
sin rather than adopt another system. In other words, be
regards its permission as involving less evil than would result from its absolute prevention. This proposition. will be
collsidered ill its place.
Since it cannot be shown that God cannot prevent siD,
we .must seek the solution. of our problem in the other
direction.
B. For some reason he did not choose to prevent it.
a. Inasmuch as its existence is in itself desirable. TIna,
however, can hardly be. Sin is never, per se, a desirable
thing, but always hateful, and that only. God can have
seen in it, in itself considered, nothing to recommend it.
Otherwise, if it were a thing to be for any reason desired,
and preferred to holiness in its place, God could no longt'r
properly hate it nor consistently forbid it. The supposition,
therefore, that God did not choose to prevent sin beocauae
its existence is in itself desirable, while logically possible, is
morally impossible, and may be dismissed without further
comment.
b. Inasmuch as it is the necessary meaJU of tIae greattll
good. This is supposable. It is quite possible that siD,
while not in itself desirable, may still be the means of good;
possible, even, that it may be the avenue by which the great·
est good can be most directly reached; possible that in DO
other way could God accomplish so much good to the uni·
verse as by the permitlsion of sin in it Snch is the theory;
and it has seemed to a large class of minds, eminent for
wisdom and piety, to bc the most satisfactory solution of
our problem. Thoroughly convinced of the benevole.", of I
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God, and still met on every side witb tbe palpable and
gioomy fact of sin, it bas seemed to them that somehow
this fact must be no exception to the sublime rule of the
divine benevolence; that somehow the goodness of God
was at work, in and through this very gloom and darkne~s
of sin, to bring about results of beneficence not otherwise
attained. And, indeed. so much as this we must admit, or
abandon the problem as a hopeless task. Doubtless tbe
benevolence of God is somehow concerned in the permission
of sin; somehow at work to bring about the best results
from that permission. The question is how? whether directly, through the instrumentality of sin as a direct means
of good, and a more efficient means than any other; or indirectly, and in some other way. Is !:lin, per ,e, the means
of good? Is it the means of greatest good? Is it tbc
DeCe88ary means of greatest good? These questions must
be 8B8wered in the affirmative by the advocates of this
theory; but on what grounds these answers can be maintained it is difficult to perceive. How can it be shown that
un has any tendency whatever to good? Are not all its
tendencies evil, and toward evil? Left to it.s own natural
wOI'king would it ever result in good? If not in good, bow
in the greatest good; and how is it not only the means, but
the necesslUY means, of that greatest good ?
Moreover, if it be, as now affirmed, the necessary means
of greatest good, then is not God bound, as a benevolent
being, not only to permit, but even to encourage, nay, to
require and demand it? at all events, not to forbid it? But
he does forbid it, and require holiness in its place. According to the theory, be requires what is really not for the best
good of the univeree, and forbids what is really tbe most
direct and efficient means of good to the greatest number.
What shall we ,.,ay of his benevolence in making such a requisition; or of his wisdom, in contriving such an awkward
and back-handed a system?
This theory, closely examined, differs not essentially from
tile preceding; sioce if sin is ill reality the direct and necesDigitized by
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Bary means of the highest good, it is impo88ible to shoW'
why it is not in reality a thing to be desired, and to be more
desired than anything else in its place. The greatest good
is, always a proper object of desire; and if we may rightfully desire any given end, we may also rightfully desire the
means necessary to the attainment of that end.
c. Inasmuch as it can be over-ruled to good. God permits sin for the sake of over.ruling it, and bringing good
out of it. It is a mark oC wisdom to be able to tam a
disadvantage to an advantage, and out oC apparent defeat
to organize ultimate and real victory. God sbows his
wisdom and power in baffling all the designs of Satan, aod
making even the malignant forces of evil march in the van
of his own sublime purposes.
This may be so. But is it wisdom to introduce, or suffer
to be introduced, a difficulty for the sake of overcoming it,
a disease for the sake of checking it, a rebellion for the
sake of subduing it? It is wise and well to heal the disorder; but would it not have been wiser and better to have
prevented it? It is well and wise to put the fire out; but is
it wise to set th~ house on fire for the sake of putting it
out? What shall we say of the military leader wbo porposely allows deCeat and disaster to overtake him in order
to show how well he can remedy the evil; or of a physician
who introduces a dangerous and fatal disease for the sake
of showing his skill in subduing it?
But God shows his glory in meeting and overcoming the
fearful evils which sin inflicts. True, but he does not shoW'
his glory in admitting sin for the sake of showing his glory.
It would be a quesi ionable mercy that should suffer some
great calamity to occur, as war or pestilence, for the sake of
showing mercy to the sick and wounded. Which is the
truer benevolence, to keep a man from falling into the
water, or to suffer him to fall in for the purpose of showing
our compassion and our skill in rescuing him?
The theory under consideration becomes logically defensible ooly when we suppose the evil to be overruled, Dot
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merely to good, but to greater good than would have beetJ
otherwise attainable. If the defeat of to-day'tends to a
vietory t~morrow which tlhall more than compensate for
tbe present disaster; if the diEorder which prostrates the
sick man can be not only healed, bot so bealed as to leave
him a stronger and healthier man than he was before, or
ever would have been but for the disease,--then the case
assumes a new aspect. Thus modified, however, the theory
yil10alJy passes over into that last discussed. The l:,Iio, it
is now affirmed, is permitted beerinse in no other way can
rsolts 80 dt>Sirable, be attained as from admitting and then
oyerrnling it. In otber words, its admission and subsequent overruling are the necessary means of the greatest good.
It woul<l be incumbent on the advocate of the theory, as
dans inodified, to show that greater ,benefits accrue to the
universe from what has been done to counteract SiD, and
tum it from its proper purpose, and its legitimate lesults,
than would have accrued from its absolute prevention;
OT, to revert to tbe figure already employed, that the patient
is absolutely better for having had the disease. This is
cerlainty supposable, but a proposition not easily to be
established j nor do we perceive how, in case such a position co1'lld be maintained, it would be possible to a void the
con..lusion that sin is really a thing to be thankful for, as
being the occasion of the highest good, even as the patient'
bas reason to be thankful for the disorder which has reresulted in his improved condition. True, it is not the
ditwrder itself, but the remedies used to counteract it, which
have wrought the improvement. Still, as those remedies
would not have been employed but for tbe disease, the
patient is really indebted to the latter as the occasion of his
receiving the benefit, and in one sense the cause of 'it.
d. Inasmuch as its permission, under the present checks
and connteractions,.-ill involve less evil thaD its absolute
prevention; in other words, because he saw'that, all things
considered, it was better to permit sin, under its present
restrictions, tha~ to do more than he is doing to prev~nt it.
VOL.
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Not that it would be impossible to prevent it; but that the
system or plan which should absolutely exclude it would
not, on the whole, be 80 good a plan as the present one.
Why, or in what respect it would not be as good; wherein
the measures necessary for the entire exclusion of sin
might be the occasion of more evil than its admission under
present limitations, the theory does not undertake to decide.
The statement is general rather than specific. We do not
know, and therefore we do not say, according to this hypothesis, precisely what the reason is that sin cannot be
absolutely prevented without, on the whole, doing more
harm than is done by its pre8ent permission. Whether the
difficulty lies in some peculiarity of moral agency, or a
moral system, rendering it unwise to modify essentially the
present method of dealing with the evil, or whether it lies in
some other direction, we do not know. Enough tbat to the
divine mind some such reason does appear. Enough that,
all things considered, he perceives it to be not for the best,
to do more than he is doing to prevent sin. Enough that
such a supposition is possible and is reasonable. More
de6nite than this we need not be, and cannot be with
any certainty. So much as this, at least, we must maintain in order to vindicate the divine wisdom and goodness.
We see enough of God's holiness and hatred of sin to
warrant the conclusion that he would prevent it if be ooold
do so consistently and wisely; if, in other words, it would
be for the best to do so. The fact that he has not prevented it, is primtJ facie evidence tbat it would not be for
the best; that he could not in that way secure the best
results. Of his wisdom, his holiness, his goodness, we have
positive and 8ufficient evidence; we bave, on the oM
hand, no evidence that the entire prevention of ain would
have been attended with better results, all things taken into
the account, than its permission under all the checks and
safeguards of the present system. We do not know that it
would bave been wise and good to have done more tban he
has done to prevent it. That being tbe case, the holineM
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and benevolence of Deity stand fully vindicated, aDd the
qoestion, why is sin permitted by a good and wise and boly
God, is answered 80 far as it is possible for man to answer
it in bis present state of being.
Is sin, then, for the best? No; but the non-prevention
of sin may be for the best. It ill lIot lIin, uut the purpose on
the part of God not to do more than he is doing to prevent
sin, that is for tbe best. It is the peculiarity of the present
theory that it presents sin, not as a good, nor as the means
of good, much Jess the necessary means of good; but rather
aa an evil, and that wbolly and <:ootinually; while at the
llame time it supposes that there may be a greater evil than
the present amount of Sill under the conditions of the
present system. It puts the existence of sin, not in the light
of a greater good, but only of a lesser evil. Is not that the true
upect in whicb to view it? It supposes it quite possible
that to place man under the influences of a moral system,
wi1h freedom of action, exposure to temptation, motives to
obedience, with all the safeguards that are thrown around
him in the shape of precept, warning, and persuasion, such
and 80 many, but no more, may be better than either to
ehange the system entirely, or even to multiply the motives
to right action. Who will say that this may not be 50?
Does God, then, prefer sin to holiness,. aU things considered 1 By no means. He hates sin, looks upon it never
with complacency, prefers it never to holiness. It is 110t
good; nor is it a means of good. But he prefers to suffer
it, rather than to make such changes in the whole system of
things as might be necessary in order to keep sin entirely
out. He does not prefer sin to holiness; but he prefers the
lesser of two evils: sin under the present system, to what
might be in its place. He does not prefer tares to wheat in
bis field. But he prefers the preseot status of wheat along
with tares, rather than a condition of things in which there
abould be no tares aDd no wheat, or even no tares and Jess
wheat.
But here we shall be told that God is not limited, in his
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*rations, to a cooice of evils. His method is perfect. It
would not be perfect, if it took sin into the accoont~ as part
91. the general system. Sin is not of God. This is the
position taken by Profes!lor Squier in his work entitJed " The
Problem Solved." The attempt is made to rule out the fact
of sin from the aystem of divine government, as something
iJl no way pertaining to the divine method or purpose; not
included in his plan, something which has forced itaelC in
from without, and for which God is no way responsible.
'fo thia we reply, sin is in the system, and the question is:
how came it here? It is here, a great portentous fact, not
to be ruled out or ignored by any artifice. It is bere, and
must come in, in some sen8~, by divine permission. Ita
coming in must have been foreseen by the omniscient ruler,
aJld taken into the account. And now the question is: wby
was this foreseen approaching evil allowed to introdDC!e
itl!elf into God's perfect system? This is the real question j
and it is virtually, not to say studiously, ignored by Pr0fessor Squier. One of three things he must say in answer
to this question. Either its coming was unforeseen on the
part of God; or, foreseeing, he was unable to prevent it;
or, for reasons relatiflg to the general good, he did ncK
choose to prevent it. If unforeseen, the fauJt lies with the
divine omniscience. A witle prudence or sagacity should
have kept better guard over the new creation. If, foreseeing the coming evil, he was unable to prevent it, his
omnipotence is at fault; and we have now the spectacle of
the Supreme Being standing at the door of bis new world.
besom in hand, vainly atriving to keep out the inrusbing
tide. If for wise reasons he does not choose to exclude the
evil, then he permits it. The latter is the only really
tenable position.
To this Professor Squier himself must ultimately be driveD;
since he must admit that it was at least in God's power to
keep out sin by not creating moral beings; and that be CaB
at any moment put an end to it, if in no other way, by
destroying the system. He must admit that wben God
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chose to create snch beings, he did it with the full knowledge that they would sin. It was for him to decide whether
a race of moral beings who would certainly sin, should
exist or not; that is, whether sin should exist or not; and
he decided that question in the affirmative.
It avails nothing nowto say, witb Professor Squier, that sin
is not of God; that his plan does not embrace it, nor his
eternal purpose take it in; that his way is perfect, and can
have notbing to do with evil in any form. Here are the
facts. The question: is why is sin allowed to break in from
without into the divine system? Why is such an inroad
permitted? This is the real problem; and with all deference
to the title of the work, we beg leave to say that this little
problem is not solved by the statements of Professor Squier.
It is uot even touched by him. As against the position that
God is the originator and author of sin, that he purposes it
ill the sense of contriving, procuring, becoming the efficient
cause of it, the reasoning of Professor Squier is perfectly valid;
and this would seem to have been the shape in which the
matter lay before his mind. But that is not the quest.ion
really at issue; nor is such the position of those who maintain the divine permission of sin.
To return to the theory under discussion. The difference between the theory now stated, and the doctrine
tbat sin is the necessary means of the greatest good, may be
thus illustrated. Among the elementary ingredients of the
air which we breathe is a certain gas, deleterious, nay fatal
to bum an lungs, if inhaled by itself, which n~vertheless in
combination witb other elements becomes useful, insomuch
that the air is positively better with it than without it. It
is there, not because God could not bave created an
atmOtlpbere into which it should not enter, but it is there
88 essential to the best atmosphere. It is the necessary
means of tbe greatest good. What nitrogen is to the
atm08phere, such is sin to the general system of the uni-

vene.
But, eays tbe objector. if this is so, how is it that God
23-
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hates this nitrogen, and pronounces it bad, and only bad,
and forbids most absolutely all creatures to breathe it, or to
breathe anytbing into which it enters, or to have anything
whatever to do with it, except to shun and abbor it!
Hardly consistent, this!
In place of such a theory he would prefer the following:
Here i8 a block of marble, perfect in color, and fineness, aod
form, euitable every way for the purpoeee of the artist, save
that, in one place, a stain has stricken through it, niarrhlg
its otberwi8e snowy whiteness. This staiD is, in troth, a
Beriou8 defect. The marble were much better without it.
To remove it, however, might be productive of greater iRjury to the marble than to 8uffer it to remain. On the whole,
I choose this block as it is - choose it even in pefetenee to other blocks that are without the stain, as on the
whole 8uperior to the others - cboose it notwithstanding
the defect, and in spite of it, not for the sake of it, nor for
any good the stain will do, not to show my skill in removiog it, not because I prefer the stain, in itself considered. to
the absence of the same, but simply because, aU thi.
coosidered, this block, defective as it is, is better than any
other which is presented to my cboice. Sin is that stain on
the best system; admitted, not for its own sake, and not as
meaD8 of good. but for. the sake of the system to which it
pertains; suffered. to remain because the means necessary
to its extirpation might be productive of a greater evil in iii
stead.
But this, it will be said, limits the power of God. ]0 a
sense it does, and so do all theories which call be oftMKltbis no more than tbe others. If we say tbat God could
not have prevented lIiD in any system, or in any moral system, we directly limit his power. If we say he admits it
for tbe sake of overruling it to greater good, we go on the
supposition that he cannot secure that greatu good 88 directly and as well in any other way. If we say it is the
necessary means of the greatest good, the "ery tenn " neceeaary" sets a limit,. at oace and positively, to tile divine
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power. We no longer imply, bot affirm, that it is out of
the power of God to reach the proposed end by any other
method. In fine, proceed as we will, we come upon essentially the same ground. On any theory there is this limitation, at least, that in the nature of things some methods of
procedure, and some systemt'l, are preferable to otheJs, even
for the Deity; that he can accomplish better results by
certain meaDS and methods, than by others - by the present
B.J8tem, for example, than by one from which sin should be
whoUy excloded. At least all theories under B stand upon
this as es,entially their common ground, and no one of
them has a right to charge the other with limiting the
divine power, wbi'le itself stands equally exposed to the
lI8Dle charge.
AB between the general theories A aud B,
there is indeed tbis difference, that the former regards the
prevention of sin as beyond the power of God, and 80
directly limits his omnipotence; while tbe latter only suppose8 it out of his power to prevent sin and still secure the
best results. But as be,tween the several specific theories
ander B there is DO such difference. To say that sin is the
DeOessary means of the greatest good, just as really imposes
a limit to the divine method of operation, as to say that the
pennission of ain involves on the whole less evil than
would resolt from its abllOlute prevention. The difference
ie, that in the one case the advantage of the system is
attributed directly to sin itself, as the meaDS of good, in the
other it is an advantage attained in spite of sin. In the one
ease the introduction of sin is viewed as a positive good, in
tlle otber only al the lesser of evils. In either case the
prevention of sin ill supposed to be in the power of God, but
• not to be on the whole for the best. Each "upposes that in
the nature of thing. some methods are preferable to others.
So far 88 this, and no farther, does either limit the power of
God. To say that the permission of sin may involTe less
evil than its absolute prevention, and on tbis account God
did not choose to prevent it, is the same thing as to say that
. , canDot prevent sin in the beet system. But we do not
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understand it to be the prerogative of Omnipotence to
render all methods and measures equally advantageous.
Even to Omnipotence there may and must still be a choice.
And here it may be asked: is God, then, less happy because sin is in the world? If its admission is merely a
choice of evils, as now represented; if he permits it not as
an instrument of good, but merely as the occasion of less
harm than would result from its entire exclusion, then it
may well be that sin, though suffered to exist, is still an
object of displeasure and abhorrence to the divine mind.
Its existence, therefore, .so far from contributing to his
happiness, can only detract from it. Indeed, how can it be
otherwise? Every act of disobedience ou the part of the
subject must necessarily be displeasing, in the highest degree, to the infinitely pure and holy God. And is he not
less happy when displeased, than when pleaeed ?
This seems to place the happiness of God in the hand
of the sinner. It puts it in the power of any moral being
to add to or detract from the sum total of the divine happiness, according as he shall choose to obey or disobey the
divine precepts. This is indeed a tremendous power. We
may well shrink from a conclusion so fearfuL But is it not,
after all, an inevitable result of all moral agency? Is it not
a power which Deity confers on all his creatures when be
makes them moral beings, and endows them with the fearful attribute of freedom? Is it in the power of man or
angel to sin against God, and not displefUIC and otTend him
by so doing? Would not the obedience, from this moment
onward, of all created beings, be infinitely more agreeable to
tbe divine will, and in all respects more pleasing to him than
their disobedience, under the pr~sent moral system? There
can be but one answer to such a question. As the earth in
all her course casts her broad pyramid of shadow far behind
her, along the heavens, so sin involves not only the tranagressor himself in the gloom of eternal nigbt, but sends its
shadow afar among the divine purposes. That shadow
falls upon the celestial pavements, tremblEis upon the sea
of glass, touches even the eternal throne.
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